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Unlawful collusion is when firms have a mutual understanding to coordinate their
behavior for the purpose of achieving a supracompetitive outcome. Given the legal focus
on mutual beliefs, this paper explores the role of mutual beliefs in producing collusion.
Focusing on price leadership, firms are assumed to commonly believe that price increases
will be at least matched but lack any shared understanding about who will lead, when
they will, and at what prices. Sufficient conditions are derived which ensure that supra-
competitive prices emerge. However, price is bounded below the maximal
equilibrium price.
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1. Introduction

Collusion is when firms coordinate their behavior to suppress competition through such activities as raising prices,
allocating markets, and bid rigging. In the U.S., unlawful collusion has come to mean that firms have an agreement to
coordinate their behavior. In their interpretation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act, courts view an agreement as present
when there is “mutual consent” among firms,1 when firms have “a conscious commitment to a common scheme
designed to achieve an unlawful objective,”2 and when firms have a “unity of purpose or a common design and
understanding, or a meeting of minds.”3 This perspective is not unique to the United States. Article 101 of the Treaty of
the European Communities (1999) declares agreements to be unlawful that “have as their object or effect the pre-
vention, restriction or distortion of competition” and the European Union General Court defines an agreement as when
firms have “joint intention” (ACF Chemiefarma, 1970) and a “concurrence of wills” (Bayer v. Commission, 2000). In sum,
firms unlawfully collude when there is mutual understanding to coordinate their behavior for the purpose of achieving a
supracompetitive outcome.4

As a “meeting of minds” or “concurrence of wills” is not something that is directly observed, evidentiary standards for
determining liability are based on communications that could produce mutual understanding and market behavior that is the
possible consequence of mutual understanding. Some communication practices – such as firms expressly communicating a
plan to coordinate prices or allocate markets – are subject to a per se prohibition. But then there are communication
practices that are insufficient by themselves to establish liability but could deliver a guilty verdict when buttressed with
corroborating market evidence that the communication was successful in generating the requisite mutual understanding.
For example, there are cases in which a single firm made an announcement that was public to all firms and thereby could
y Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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serve to coordinate behavior. In Interstate Circuit, Inc. v. United States (1939), one firm sent a letter to each of the other firms
that stated a plan to coordinate on price and made clear in the letter that every firm was receiving the same letter. In United
States v. Foley (1980), there was a dinner among realtors during which one of them announced he was raising his com-
mission rate from six to seven percent. In both of these cases, even though there was no exchange of assurances, firms were
able to successfully coordinate their behavior.

The primary legal challenge is determining when firms share an understanding to raise prices, allocate markets, or
engage in some other form of coordinated behavior. In defining the boundaries of unlawful collusion, this challenge
can be broken down to addressing two questions. First, what is the relationship between communications among
firms and the level of mutual understanding that is achieved? More specifically, what communication practices are
effective in producing mutual beliefs among firms and with regard to what aspects of behavior is there mutual
understanding? Second, what is the relationship between mutual understanding among firms and their market
behavior? More specifically, what types of mutual beliefs result in coordination on prices and, more generally,
supracompetitive outcomes?

The objective of this paper is to address the second question: How much and what type of mutual understanding
results in collusive outcomes? On this question, the economic theory of collusion shows that if firms have mutual
beliefs regarding a collusive strategy profile – that is, each firm has correct beliefs of this strategy profile – and incentive
compatibility conditions hold (that is, the collusive strategy profile is an equilibrium) then supracompetitive outcomes
will emerge. If firms were to communicate with each other using natural language in an unconstrained manner – as is
done in hard core cartels (see Harrington, 2006; Marshall and Marx, 2012) – it is reasonable to suppose that they could
achieve mutual beliefs regarding the strategy profile. For example, managers could meet and express the intent to raise
prices by 10% and to persist in doing so only if every firm charges 10% higher prices. If there are mutual beliefs regarding
such a strategy and it is optimal for each firm to use that strategy, economic theory predicts supracompetitive outcomes
will result.5

While it may be reasonable to expect firms, who have engaged in direct and unconstrained communication, to have
mutual beliefs regarding the collusive strategy profile, there are many episodes of collusion for which communication was
limited and, as a consequence, mutual understanding was likely to have been incomplete. Firms have attempted to coor-
dinate their behavior through a wide variety of communication practices including tacking on a few digits to a multi-million
dollar bid (FCC spectrum auctions; see Cramton and Schwartz, 2000), committing to a policy of non-negotiable posted
prices (turbine generators; see Harrington, 2011), announcing future intended prices (airlines; see Borenstein, 2004), and
unilaterally announcing a collusive pricing strategy (free-standing newspaper inserts; see In the Matter of Valassis Com-
munications, Inc., Federal Trade Commission, File No. 051 0008, Docket No. C-4160, April 28, 2006). Presumably, the reason
that firms chose such subtle forms of communication was because a more direct (and less discreet) method of commu-
nication would have enhanced the chances of detection, prosecution, and conviction. Thus, in an environment for which
collusion is unlawful, firms will have an incentive to engage in indirect forms of communication which is then likely to limit
the amount of shared understanding. This then leads us back to our central research question: How much and what kind of
mutual understanding is enough for firms to effectively collude?

Epistemic game theory provides a natural approach for addressing this question. Rather than specifying a game and
an equilibrium concept – which implicitly assumes firms have mutual beliefs with regard to a strategy profile – an
epistemic approach begins with players' knowledge and beliefs about the game, players' rationality, and other players'
beliefs. In its pure form, epistemic game theory places no prior structure on players' beliefs regarding other players'
strategies and instead derives those beliefs; while equilibrium game theory assumes mutual beliefs with regard to a
particular strategy profile and characterizes those strategy profiles consistent with rationality. The approach used here
lies between these two extremes in that it assumes some prior mutual information on the strategies of other players –

as might be achieved through limited forms of communication – but these mutual beliefs fall short of firms commonly
knowing the entire strategy profile.6 The research program is to specify mutual beliefs regarding the game, firms'
rationality, and firms' strategies and to then derive the implications for firm behavior with a particular focus on
understanding when supracompetitive outcomes will emerge.

The setting is an infinitely repeated game with complete information and perfect monitoring but strategic
uncertainty in that each firm is uncertain of other firms' strategies. A firm's strategy is required to be sequentially
rational given its beliefs as to other firms' strategies where these beliefs are consistent with the prior mutual
information regarding firms' strategies (referred to as first-order-belief restrictions) and the common belief that firms
are sequentially rational. In executing this approach, we use strong-delta-rationalizability (Battigalli, 2003; Battigalli
5 Equilibrium-based economic theory has also shed light on the first question though only when firms commonly know the strategy profile, and
communication pertains to sharing information about firms' types (such as their costs) and the history (such as past sales). In Athey and Bagwell (2001,
2008), firms have private information about their cost and exchange (costless) messages, while in Hanazono and Yang (2007) and Gerlach (2009), firms
have private signals on demand and seek to share that information. Then there is work in which sales or some other endogenous variable is private
information and firms exchange messages for monitoring purposes; see Aoyagi (2002), Harrington and Skrzypacz (2011), Spector (2015), and Awaya and
Krishna (2016). Finally, Chan and Zhang (2015) model the exchange of messages when both a firm's cost and sales are private information.

6 Such a hybrid approach is also pursued in Catonini (2015a) which explores a related set of issues though in an abstract rather than an applied setting
as here.
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and Prestipino, 2013) and characterize properties of price paths consistent with strong-delta-rationalizable
strategies.

First-order-belief restrictions on strategies capture the prior common information that firms have about their strategies
which is presumed to occur through some unmodelled communication. In this paper, the first-order-belief restriction is
price leadership, which is one of the most common methods of collusion when firms do not engage in direct and uncon-
strained communication.7 Price leadership involves a firm raising price and other firms matching that price increase, with
potentially multiple episodes of a firm leading and other firms following. It could have the same firm lead or firms could
take turns. It could have many or few price increases; price increases could be large or small. The full strategy encompasses
the timing of price increases, the size of price increases, and the identities of the firms leading the price increase. If firms do
not engage in direct and unfettered communication, it is difficult to imagine that they could achieve mutual beliefs with
respect to such details. Suppose instead firms only have mutual beliefs that price increases will be at least matched by the
other firms, and failure to do so means a return to competitive prices. This level of mutual understanding could possibly be
achieved through public announcements such as firms announcing that they will not undercut rival firms' prices. In that
case, a firm conveys its intent to avoid aggressive competition but its announcement falls far short of expressing a plan to
coordinate prices. For example, U-Haul CEO Joe Schoen conveyed during an earnings conference call with analysts that it
thought rival Budget's price undercutting in the truck rental market was nonsensical and proposed moving to price
leadership.8 While such an announcement did not meet the evidentiary standards for Section 1 of the Sherman Act, the
Federal Trade Commission pursued a Section 5 case (under the Federal Trade Commission Act) against U-Haul as an
“invitation to collude”.9

It is assumed here that the game and firms' rationality are common knowledge and that there is common knowledge
regarding the following properties of firms' strategies: price increases will be at least matched and failure to do so results in
non-collusive (static Nash equilibrium) prices. Two questions are addressed. First, are these mutual beliefs sufficient to
result in supracompetitive prices? Second, if they can achieve supracompetitive prices, are those prices less than what
would be achieved if there was mutual understanding of the entire strategy profile (that is, equilibrium)? To my knowledge,
this is the first paper to investigate when less than full mutual understanding of a collusive strategy profile is sufficient to
generate effective collusion.

There are two main results. The first finding is that if it is common knowledge that price increases will be at least
matched (and failure to do so will result in competitive prices) then an upper bound on price is derived that is strictly less
than the maximal price achieved under equilibrium (using the same implicit punishment). Thus, in this particular setting,
less than full mutual understanding of the strategy profile does limit the extent of collusion. The reason is that without
mutual beliefs regarding the collusive price, coordinating on a higher collusive price requires some firm to take the lead in
raising price and this is a costly enterprise which limits the extent of price increases. While an upper bound on price is
derived, no more can be said about price paths induced by this set of mutual beliefs; it could involve competitive or
supracompetitive prices. Thus, in answer to the first question, mutual beliefs that price increases will be at least matched do
not imply supracompetitive prices.

With only mutual beliefs that price increases will be at least matched, a firm can assign positive probability to many
strategies for the other firms. For example, a firm could believe that another firm will always act as a price leader or instead
that other firms believe it will be the price leader. I then make some plausible assumptions on firms' prior beliefs and apply
a result of Kalai and Lehrer (1993) to show that firms eventually succeed in coordinating on supracompetitive prices. Thus,
supracompetitive prices are sure to emerge even though firms lack common knowledge about who will lead on price, when
they will lead, and what prices they will charge. That is the second main finding of the paper.

The model is described in Section 2 – where standard assumptions are made regarding cost, demand, and firm objectives
– and in Section 3 – where, consistent with the epistemic approach, assumptions are made regarding the behavior and
beliefs of firms. An upper bound on price is characterized in Section 4. The implications of additional structure on how firms
learn about other firms' strategies are explored in Section 5. Section 6 offers a few concluding remarks. Proofs are in the
appendices.
2. Assumptions on the market

Consider a symmetric differentiated products price game with nZ2 firms. π pi;p� i

� �
:Rn

þ-R is a firm i's profit when it
prices at pi and its rivals price at p� i � p1;…; pi�1; piþ1;…; pn

� �
. Assume that π pi;p� i

� �
is bounded, twice continuously

differentiable, increasing in a rival's price pj ðja iÞ, and strictly concave in own price pi. A firm's best reply function then
7 For some examples, see Markham (1951) and Scherer (1980, Chapter 6) .
8 Matter of U-Haul Int'l Inc. and AMERCO (FTC File No. 081-0157, July 10, 2010)
9 Even when it might be clear as to which firm will make the initial price increase, there could still be uncertainty as to who will initiate future price

increases. Given that taking the lead is costly – as a firm raises its price before others do – each firm would like another firm to lead which could generate
miscoordination. Consistent with this view, equilibrium analyses show that “a leader–follower pattern where a single firm consistently leads all price
changes is unlikely” (Pastine and Pastine, 2004, p. 136) and there is delay in price leadership because each firm waits for the other to take the lead
(Harrington and Zhao, 2012).
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exists: ψ p� i

� �¼ argmaxpiπ pi;p� i

� �
. Further assume ∂2π=∂pi∂pj40; 8 ja i fromwhich it follows that ψ p� i

� �
is increasing in

pj; ja i. A symmetric Nash equilibrium price, pN ; exists and is assumed to be unique, ψ p;‥; pð Þ⪌p as p⪋pN ; and let

πN � π pN ;…; pN
� �

40.
Assuming that π p;…; pð Þ is strictly concave in p; there exists a unique joint profit maximum pM ;

Xn
j ¼ 1

∂π p;…; pð Þ
∂pj

⪌0 as p⪋pM ;

and pM4pN .
Firms interact in an infinitely repeated price game with perfect monitoring. A collusive price p04pN is sustainable with

the grim trigger strategy if and only if:10

1
1�δ

� �
π p0;…; p0ð ÞZmax

pi
π pi; p

0;…; p0
� �þ δ

1�δ

� �
πN ; ð1Þ

where δ is the common discount factor. Define ~p as the best price sustainable using the grim trigger strategy:

~p �max pA pN ; pM
� �

:
1

1�δ

� �
π p;…; pð ÞZmax

pi op
π pi; p;…;p
� �þ δ

1�δ

� �
πN

� 	
:

Assume ~p4pN and if ~pA pN ; pM
� �

then

1
1�δ

� �
π p;…; pð Þ⪌π ψ p;…; pð Þ; p;…; p

� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
πN as p⪋ ~p for pA pN ; pM

� �
: ð2Þ

~p will prove to be a useful benchmark.
For the later analysis, consider the “price matching” objective function for a firm:

W pi;p� i

� �� π pi;p� i

� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
π pi;…; pi
� �

:

Given its rivals price at p� i in the current period, W pi;p� i

� �
is the firm i's payoff from pricing at pi if it believed that all firms

would match that price in all ensuing periods. Consider

∂W pi;p� i

� �
∂pi

¼ ∂π pi;p� i

� �
∂pi

þ δ
1�δ

� �Xn
j ¼ 1

∂π pi;…; pi
� �
∂pj

:

If piopM then the second term is positive; by raising its current price, a firm increases the future profit stream under the
assumption that its price increase will be matched by its rivals. If pi4ψ p� i

� �
then the first term is negative. Evaluate

∂W pi ;p� ið Þ
∂pi

when firms price at a common level p:

∂W p;…; pð Þ
∂pi

¼ 1
1�δ

� �
∂π p;…; pð Þ

∂pi
þδ

Xn
ja i

∂π p;…; pð Þ
∂pj

0
@

1
A:

Thus, when pA pN ; pM
� �

; raising price lowers current profit, ∂π p;…;pð Þ
∂pi

o0; and increases future profit,
Pn

j ¼ 1
∂π p;…;pð Þ

∂pj
40. By the

preceding assumptions, W pi;p� i

� �
is strictly concave in pi since it is the weighted sum of two strictly concave functions.

Hence, a unique optimal price exists,

ϕ p� i

� �¼ arg max
pi

W pi;p� i

� �
: ð3Þ

By the preceding assumptions, ϕ p� i

� �
is increasing in a rival's price as

∂ϕ p� i

� �
∂pj

¼ �∂2W pi;p� i

� �
=∂pi∂pj

∂2W pi;p� i

� �
=∂p2i

¼ �

∂2π pi;p� i

� �
∂pi∂pj

∂2π pi;p� i

� �
∂p2i

þ δ
1�δ

� �
∂2π p;…; pð Þ

∂p2

� � 40:

As there is a benefit in terms of future profit from raising price (as long as it does not exceed the joint profit maximum) then
the price matching best reply function results in a higher price than the standard best reply function. To show this result,
consider

∂W ψ p� i

� �
;p� i

� �
∂pi

¼ ∂π ψ p� i

� �
;p� i

� �
∂pi

þ δ
1�δ

� �Xn
j ¼ 1

∂π ψ p� i

� �
;…;ψ p� i

� �� �
∂pj
10 The grim trigger strategy has any deviation from the collusive price p0 resulting in a price of pN forever.
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¼ δ
1�δ

� �Xn
j ¼ 1

∂π ψ p� i

� �
;…;ψ p� i

� �� �
∂pj

40;

which is positive because p� ir pM ;…; pM
� �

implies ψ p� i

� �
opM .11 By the strict concavity of W, ϕ p� i

� �
4ψ p� i

� �
.

ϕ has a fixed point p� because it is continuous, ϕ pN ;…; pN
� �

4pN ; and

∂W pM ;…; pM
� �

∂pi
¼ ∂π pM ;…; pM

� �
∂pi

o0 ) ϕ pM ;…; pM
� �

opM :

Further assume that the fixed point is unique: ϕ p;…;pð Þ⪌p as p⪋p�. Thus, if rival firms price at p�, a firm prefers to price at p�

rather than price differently under the assumption that its price will be matched forever. p� will prove to be a useful
benchmark.

The price set is assumed to be finite. From hereon, assume that the price set isΩ� 0; ε;2ε;…; Pf g; where P is some upper
bound on price and ε40 and is presumed to be small. For convenience, suppose pN ; p�; ~pAΩ.12 As the finiteness of the price
set could generate multiple optima, define the best reply correspondence for the price matching objective function:

ϕ p� i

� �� arg max
pi AΩ

π pi;p� i

� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
π pi;…; pi
� �

:

The best reply correspondence is assumed to have the following property13:

ϕ p� i

� � D p0 þε;…; p�

 �

if p� i ¼ p0;…; p0ð Þ where p0op��ε
¼ p�

 �

if p� i ¼ p�;…; p�ð Þ
D p�;…; p0 �ε


 �
if p� i ¼ p0;…; p0ð Þ where p04p�þε

8><
>: ð4Þ

Recall that p� is the unique fixed point for ϕ p� i

� �
; it is also a fixed point for ϕ p� i

� �
. By (4), if all rival firms price at p0 then

firm i's best reply has it price above p0 when p0op��ε. Analogously, if p04p�þε then firm i's best reply has it price below p0.

Note that an implication of (4) is that the set of symmetric fixed points of ϕ p� i

� �
is, at most, p��ε; p�; p�þε


 �
.14
3. Assumptions on beliefs and behavior

Let us now turn to specifying firms' mutual beliefs regarding rationality and strategies. For this purpose, I define the

following terms. H� ∅f g [ ⋃tZ1Ω
n�t

� 
is the space of histories for the infinitely repeated price game with perfect mon-

itoring. si:H-Ω is a strategy for firm i and S denotes a firm's strategy set, which is common to all firms.

μi s� ijhð Þ:H-Δ Sn�1
� 

is firm i's beliefs on the strategies of the other firms conditional on the history hAH where Δ Xð Þ is
the set of probability distributions on set X.15

Starting from the current period based on history h, let Ui si;μi �jhð Þ� �
be the expected present value of profits for firm i

after history h given firm i's strategy is si and firm i's beliefs on the other firms' strategies are μi �jhð Þ. Given beliefs as to other
firms' strategies, a firm's strategy is sequentially rational if it is optimal for all histories.

Definition: bsi is sequentially rational with respect to beliefs μi if, 8hAH, Ui bsi;μi �jhð Þ� �
ZUi si;μi �jhð Þ� � 8siAS.

ρi μi
� �

denotes the set of sequentially rational strategies given beliefs μi and ρi Δi
� 

�⋃μi AΔiρi μi
� �

.

Critical to our approach is allowing firms to have a reasonable amount of mutual understanding with respect to the
strategy profile. As is laid out in the ensuing assumptions, the presumption is that firms believe that a higher price (up to
some maximum level) will be at least matched and that any deviation – such as undercutting a rival firm's price –will result
in a return to competitive pricing. This description of behavior is more formally stated as the price matching plus (PMP)
property.
11 Since ψ p;‥; pð Þ⪌p as p⪋pN then ψ pM ;‥; pM
� �

opM . Given that ψ is increasing then p� ir pM ;…; pM
� �

implies ψ p� i

� �
oψ pM ;‥; pM

� �
opM .

12 If ~pAΩ and ψ ~p ;…; ~pð ÞAΩ then ~p is still the best price sustainable using the grim punishment.
13 A sufficient condition for (4) is �∂2π=∂p2i Z2 ∂2π=∂pi∂p� i

� �
.

14 The case of linear demand and cost functions satisfies all of the assumptions made in Section 2.
15 Standard assumptions on μi are presumed, as stated in Definition 2.2 in Battigalli (2003).
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Definition: The strategy of firm i has the price matching plus (PMP) property if, for some p,

pti

A max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
;…; p


 �
if pτj Zmin max pτ�1

1 ;…; pτ�1
n


 �
;p


 � 8 j; 8τrt�1

and max pt�1
1 ;…;pt�1

n


 �
op

¼ p if pτj Zmin max pτ�1
1 ;…; pτ�1

n


 �
;p


 � 8 j; 8τrt�1

and max pt�1
1 ;…;pt�1

n


 �
Zp

¼ pN if not pτj Zmin max pτ�1
1 ;…; pτ�1

n


 �
; p


 �
8 j; 8τrt�1

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

First note that matching a price increase means setting pti ¼max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
. Thus, as of period t, price increases

have always been at least matched when pτj Zmax pτ�1
1 ;…; pτ�1

n


 � 8 j; 8τrt�1. Price matching plus behavior is

subject to the caveat that firms are only expected to match price as high as p; thus, firms are not expected to follow
an excessively high price increase. Firms have then been complying with this modified price matching when
pτj Zmin max pτ�1

1 ;…; pτ�1
n


 �
; p


 � 8 j; 8τrt�1. In that event, the PMP property has a firm price in period t at least as

high as max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
with the caveat of not pricing in excess of p. Finally, if any firm should fail to act in a

manner consistent with the previously described behavior then firms revert to pricing at the non-collusive price pN

thereafter.16

A strategy satisfying the PMP property is referred to as PMP-compatible and SPMP will denote the set of PMP-compatible

strategies. Define SPMP hð Þ as the set of strategies that satisfy the PMP property starting with history h; that is, a strategy is an

element of SPMP hð Þ if its projection on the game defined by history h satisfies the PMP property. The key first-order-belief
restriction is that there is mutual understanding among firms that their behavior is consistent with the PMP property or, as
defined below, their beliefs are PMP-consistent.

Definition: μi is PMP-consistent if μi:H-Δ SPMP hð Þ
� n�1

� �
; 8hAH.

ΔPMP is defined to be the set of PMP-consistent beliefs.17

In defining what we mean by mutual understanding, we use the concept of mutual strong beliefs from Battigalli (2003)
and Battigalli and Siniscalchi (2003). A firm has strong beliefs regarding some event if it is certain about that event and that
certainty is maintained as long as the history is consistent with it.

Definition: A firm strongly believes event E if it is initially certain of E and would also be certain of E conditional on every
history whose occurrence does not contradict E.

Definition: Firms have a mutual strong belief in E if each firm strongly believes E.

As described in A1, the behavioral assumption is that firms are sequentially rational, and the belief assumption is that
there is an infinite hierarchy of mutual strong beliefs that firms are sequentially rational and use strategies that have the
PMP property. Note that it is not assumed that firms use a PMP-compatible strategy; that will be an implication of sequential
rationality and these beliefs.

Assumption A1: Assume ⋂qZ0Aq where
16 Th
see Lu an
Mouravie

17 By
PMP prop
A0:
 Every firm is sequentially rational and has beliefs that are PMP-consistent.
A1:
 There is mutual strong belief in A0.
A2:
 There is mutual strong belief in A0 \ A1.

⋮

Amþ1:
 There is mutual strong belief in A0 \ ⋯ \ Am .

⋮

e potential role of price matching here is to coordinate on a collusive outcome. Price matching has also been explored as a form of punishment;
d Wright (2010) and Garrod (2012). Some papers exploring price leadership as a collusive equilibrium include Rotemberg and Saloner (1990) and
v and Rey (2011).
this definition, if past play is inconsistent with firms using PMP-compatible strategies then – by continuing to believe play is described by the
erty – a firm expects other firms to price at pN thereafter.
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Strategies and beliefs that satisfy A1 are strong-delta-rationalizable with the first-order-belief restrictions that each firm
believes other firms use PMP-compatible strategies.18 Using the definition in Battigalli (2003), a more formal statement of
A1 is as follows. Define Si hð Þ as the set of strategies for firm i that are consistent with history h and S� i hð Þ as the set of

strategies for all firms but i that are consistent with history h. Defining Σ i 0;ΔPMP
� 

¼ Si andΦ
i 0;ΔPMP
� 

¼ΔPMP , Σi k;ΔPMP
� 

and Φi k;ΔPMP
� 

are defined recursively for k¼ 0;1;…:

Φi kþ1;ΔPMP
� 

¼ μiAΦi k;ΔPMP
� 

: 8hAH; S� i hð Þ \ Σ� i k;ΔPMP
� 

a∅
n

) μi Σ� i k;ΔPMP
� ��h� 

¼ 1
o

Σ i kþ1;ΔPMP
� 

¼ ρi Φi k;ΔPMP
� � 

The set of strong-delta-rationalizable strategies is Σ i 1;ΔPMP
� 

. To explain this definition, first note that

Σ i 1;ΔPMP
� 

¼ ρi ΔPMP
� 

so a strategy is an element of Σ i 1;ΔPMP
� 

if there are beliefs in ΔPMP such that the strategy is

sequentially rational. Beliefs are an element of Φi 1;ΔPMP
� 

if they put unit mass on other firms using PMP-compatible

strategies when the history is consistent with other firms using PMP-compatible strategies:

Φi 1;ΔPMP
� 

¼ μiAΔPMP
: 8hAH; S� i hð Þ \ S� ia∅ ) μi S� ijS� i hð Þð Þ ¼ 1

n o
:

A strategy is an element of Σi 2;ΔPMP
� 

if it is sequentially rational for some beliefs in Φi 1;ΔPMP
� 

which means firm i

believes that firm j, 8 ja i; uses a PMP-compatible strategy which is itself sequentially rational for some beliefs on firm k
using a PMP-compatible strategy, 8ka j. Higher levels are analogously defined.

An implication of A1 is that there is common knowledge among firms that (1) price increases are at least matched as long
as past price increases have been at least matched in the past; (2) price increases will be followed only as high as p; and
(3) departure from this price matching behavior results in reversion to non-collusive pricing. Let me discuss each of these
features.

Consider the assumption that it is common knowledge that failure to at least match price increases (up to a maximum
price of p) results in non-collusive pricing thereafter. It is useful to break this assumption into two parts: (1) a departure
from price matching results in some form of punishment; and (2) that punishment is the grim punishment. The second
condition is unimportant because results are unchanged if the punishment is at least as severe as the grim punishment. The
first condition seems natural in that firms are seeking to collude through the mutual understanding that price increases will
be at least matched. Thus, departure from that behavior ought to induce either a breakdown of collusion or a more cal-
culated punishment. The restrictiveness of the condition is really that it is common knowledge as to the low continuation
payoff that ensues after a departure from price-matching plus behavior. Though any punishment would work for our
analysis, a sophisticated punishment would have to be justified in terms of how the punishment is common knowledge. I
feel it is more consistent with the spirit of the enterprise to simply assume a departure results in a breakdown of collusion
rather than a sophisticated punishment, even though results are not dependent on that specification.

The next feature of the PMP property to consider is that a firm does not price in excess of p; which means that it will
follow price increases only as high as p and, as a price leader, will not raise price beyond p. It is surely compelling for a firm
to have some upper bound to how high it will price; for example, it would be nonsensical to follow a price increase to the
point that market demand is zero or even to where it is above the monopoly price. However, this assumption goes further in
that the upper bound is common to firms, and is commonly known. While strong, I believe that it is necessary for the
ensuing results. As shown in Lemma 1, A1 implies that this upper bound on price matching cannot be less than the static
Nash equilibrium price and cannot exceed the highest equilibrium price (with the grim punishment).

Lemma 1. If p =2 pN ;…; ~p

 �

then there do not exist strategies consistent with A1: Σi 1;ΔPMP
� 

¼∅.

The results of Section 4 require no further restriction on p other than pA pN ;…; ~p

 �

; while the results of Section 5 are
unchanged as long as p is at least as high as p�. However, it will make for an easier presentation if it is assumed that the
upper bound on price matching is the highest level consistent with A1.

Assumption A2: p ¼ ~p.

One could imagine that ~p might be focal given that it is the highest feasible value of p and that higher values are more
profitable for all firms. From hereon, SPMP will refer to when p ¼ ~p.
18 An alternative approach would be to use the concept of strongly rationalizable strategies (Catonini, 2015b). These approaches differ in how beliefs
respond to events inconsistent with a player's prior beliefs and whether priority is given to rationality or to first-order-belief restrictions.
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Consistent with the focus on the dynamic process by which firms come to coordinate on supracompetitive prices, it is
assumed that they start out with prices at competitive levels: p01;…;p0n

� �¼ pN ;…; pN
� �

(though results are robust to this
assumption).

Before moving on, it is useful to ask why it is not reasonable to assume there are mutual beliefs that firms use some
typical punishment strategy and price immediately at ~p. So, let us consider firm i using a grim trigger strategy: (i) price at pN

in periods 1;…; ti�1; (ii) price at ~p in period ti; (ii) price at ~p in period t 4tið Þ if all firms priced at ~p in periods t ¼ ti;…; t�1;
and (iii) price at pN in period t 4tið Þ otherwise. Even if one could plausibly argue how firms would achieve mutual beliefs
regarding this strategy, collusive prices will emerge if and only if t1 ¼⋯¼ tn so that there is mutual beliefs as to when
exactly to start pricing at a collusive level. It is then an open question whether reasonable assumptions on mutual beliefs can
be made to result in firms pricing at ~p.
4. Collusive price is constrained

4.1. An upper bound on price

To begin, Lemma 2 shows that if a firm believes other firms use PMP-compatible strategies then it is optimal for that firm
to also use a PMP-compatible strategy. In other words, the set SPMP is closed under the best reply operator.

Lemma 2. If a firm's beliefs are PMP-consistent then sequential rationality implies that the firm's strategy lies in SPMP:

ρi ΔPMP
� 

� SPMP .

Lemma 3 establishes that strong-delta-rationalizable strategies exist.

Lemma 3. If A1 and A2 hold then Σ i 1;ΔPMP
� 

is non-empty.

Turning to one of the paper's main results, Theorem 4 shows that common knowledge that firms are sequentially
rational and use strategies satisfying the PMP property implies that price is bounded above by (approximately) p�.

Theorem 4. If A1 and A2 hold then pt1;…;ptn
� �
 �1

t ¼ 1 is weakly increasing over time and there exists finite T such that

pt1 ¼⋯¼ ptn ¼ bp 8tZT where bprp�þε.

In explaining the basis for Theorem 4, first note that while A1 leaves unspecified whether some firm will initiate a price
increase, it is fully consistent with A1 for a firm to be a price leader. For example, if a firm believed that other firms would
not raise price then it would be rational for it to increase price (as long as the current price is not too high). The issue is how
far would it go in raising price. If the firm expected that its price increase would only be met and never exceeded by a rival
(for example, rivals are believed to only match price increases) then it would not want to raise price above (approximately)
p�.19 Recall that p� is the price at which a firm, if it were to raise price from p� to any higher level (call it p0), it would lose
more in current profit (because of lower demand from pricing above the level p� set by its rivals) than it would gain in future
profit (from all other firms raising price to p0). Thus, a firm that believed its rivals would never initiate price increases would
not raise price beyond p�. However, a firm might be willing to lead a price increase above p� if it believed it would induce a
rival to further increase price; for example, if the firm believed that firms would take turns leading price increases. Theorem
4 shows that cannot happen. Let me explain why.

By A1 and Lemma 1, a firm will never price above ~p. If ~p4p� then it furthermore means that a firm would never raise
price to ~p since such a price increase would only induce its rivals to match that price; it would not induce them to further
raise price. Thus, if a firm is sequentially rational and believes the other firms use PMP-compatible strategies then it will not
raise price to ~p. This puts an upper bound on price of ~p�ε. We next build on that result to argue that ~p�2ε is an upper
bound on price. Given mutual beliefs regarding sequential rationality and PMP-consistent beliefs, firm i then believes firm
j a ið Þ is sequentially rational and that firm j believes firm k uses a PMP-compatible strategy (for all ka j); hence, firm i
knows that firm j will not raise price to ~p. This means that firm i knows that if it raises price to ~p�ε that this price increase
will only be matched and not exceeded, which then makes a price increase to ~p�ε unprofitable (as long as ~p�ε4p�Þ. Given
that all firms are not willing to raise price to ~p�ε then ~p�2ε is an upper bound on price. The proof is completed by
induction to end up with the conclusion that a firm would never raise price to a level exceeding p�. Hence, price is bounded
above by p�.

In deriving this upper bound, the punishment for deviation from (at least) matching price is reversion to a stage game
Nash equilibrium. If firms had mutual beliefs regarding a grim trigger strategy (so that the punishment is the same as in a
PMP-compatible strategy), firms could sustain a price as high as ~p. With the more limited mutual beliefs that the strategy
profile lies in SPMP, price can only rise as high as p� which the next result shows is strictly less than ~p.

Theorem 5. p�A pN ; ~p
� �

.

19 In discussing results, I will generally refer to the upper bound as p� rather than p� þε since ε is presumed to be small.
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Recall that p� is the price at which the reduction in current profit from a marginal increase in a firm's price is exactly
equal in magnitude to the rise in the present value of the future profit stream when that higher price is matched by all firms
for the infinite future. Equivalently, p� is the price at which the increase in current profit from a marginal decrease in price to
p��ε is exactly equal in magnitude to the fall in the present value of the future profit stream when the firm's rivals lower
price to p��ε (when ε is small). In comparison, ~p is the price for a firm at which the increase in current profit from a
marginal decrease in price is exactly equal in magnitude to the fall in the present value of the future profit stream when the
firm's rivals lower price to pN .20 Given that the punishment is more severe in the latter case, it follows that the maximal
sustainable price is higher: ~p4p�.21

With common knowledge that the strategy profile lies in SPMP, the steady-state price is bounded above by p� even
though higher prices are sustainable. In other words, if firms started at a price of ~p then such a price would persist.
But if firms start with prices below p�, such as at the non-collusive price pN, then prices will not go beyond p�, even
though higher prices are sustainable. The obstacle is that it is not in the interests of any firm to lead a price increase
beyond p�. Thus, with only mutual understanding that the strategy profile lies in SPMP, what is constraining how high
price can go is the trade-off a firm faces when it acts as a price leader: It foregoes current demand and profit in
exchange for higher future profit from its rivals having raised their prices to match its price increase.22 This is to be
contrasted with equilibrium where what limits how high is price is the condition that a firm finds it unprofitable to
undercut it. While coordination, in a sense, comes for free with equilibrium, limited mutual understanding makes the
coordination on price the constraining factor, not the stability of the price which is eventually coordinated upon. This
insight may have important implications for comparative statics since it is a different condition determining the
collusive price.23

As an empirical aside, this cost to price leadership could be avoided if a firm were to instead announce a future price
increase, rather than enact a price increase. Such an announcement could, in principle, allow firms to simultaneously raise
price. In the ATPCO case (Borenstein, 1994), an airline would announce a fare increase with a future ticket date (which
meant that a consumer could not purchase a ticket at that fare until that future date) and wait for other airlines to make
identical announcements. If they did then airlines would implement the future fare increase on the same day, and if they did
not then the airline would retract its proposed fare increase. Though leading with an advance price announcement would
seem to dominate leading with price, the use of price – not price announcements – to coordinate on price is well-
documented in many markets. Markham (1951) and Scherer (1980, Chapter 6) provide some historical examples and some
recent cases include retail gasoline in the U.S. (Lewis, 2012), wholesale gasoline in Italy (Andreoli-Versbach and Franck,
2015), and supermarkets in Great Britain (Seaton and Waterson, 2013). One possible reason that price announcements may
not be used is that there may not always be a public forum through which announcements could be made and a firm would
be ensured that all relevant competitors would learn of it. Even when advance price announcements are available as an
option, it is useful to know the implications of taking them off of the table as has been done by some competition authorities
because of anti-competitive concerns. The aforementioned airlines case resulted in a ten-year consent decree with the U.S.
Department of Justice which prevented the use of advance price announcements (though with some special exceptions).
More recently, Australia has prohibited certain forms of advance announcements on interest rates in the banking industry in
order to discourage collusion.24 Between the possible lack of a public forum, concerns about drawing the attention of the
competition authority, or outright prohibition of price announcements, there are many reasons for firms to try to coordinate
through actual prices rather than through price announcements. Leadership by price has a long and well-documented
history.

4.2. Price can be competitive or supracompetitive

By Theorem 4, if it is common knowledge that firms are sequentially rational and their strategies satisfy the PMP
property then price is bounded above by p�. But is p� the least upper bound? And is there a lower bound on price exceeding
pN? The purpose of the current section is to show, by way of example, that it is consistent with A1 and A2 for price to
20 That is, ~p is the highest price for which a firm incentive compatibility constraint (1), holds. For this discussion, suppose ~popM .
21 Note that Theorems 4 and 5 are robust to the form of the punishment. p� is independent of the punishment and, given another punishment, ~p would

just be the highest sustainable price with that punishment.
22 Wang (2009) provides indirect evidence of the costliness of price leadership. In a retail gasoline market in Perth, Australia, Shell was the price leader

over 85% of the time until a new law increased the cost of price leadership, after which the three large firms – BP, Caltex, and Shell – much more evenly
shared the role of price leader. The law specified that every gasoline station was to notify the government by 2 pm of its next day's retail prices, and to post
prices on its price board at the start of the next day for a duration of at least 24 hours. Hence, a firmwhich led in price could not expect its rivals to match its
price until the subsequent day. The difference between price being matched in an hour and in a day is actually quite significant given the high elasticity of
firm demand in the retail gasoline market. For the Quebec City gasoline market, Clark and Houde (2011, p. 20) find that “a station that posts a price more
than 2 cents above the minimum price in the city loses between 35% and 50% of its daily volume.”

23 The property that price falls short of the equilibrium price is similar to a finding in Lockwood and Thomas (2002). They consider a multi-player
infinite horizon setting in which actions are irreversible; that is, the minimum element of player i's period t action set is the action the player selected in
period t�1. The equilibrium path is uniformly bounded above by the first-best for basically the same reasons that price converges to a value less than ~p . I
want to thank Thomas Mariotti for pointing out this connection.

24 www.accc.gov.au/business/anti-competitive-behaviour/price-signalling

http://www.accc.gov.au/business/anti-competitive-behaviour/price-signalling
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converge to p� but also to fail to rise above pN . Thus, a tighter result than Theorem 4 will require additional assumptions,
which is a matter taken up in Section 5.

For the duopoly case, suppose the price set is composed of just three elements, pN ; p0; pM

 �

; and p0 � pMþpN
� �

=2. Assume

that δ is sufficiently close to one so that p� ¼ ~p ¼ pM .25 Consider the following pair of functions which map from
max pt�1

1 ; pt�1
2


 �
to current price pi

t
:

SL pN
� �¼ p0; SL p0ð Þ ¼ pM ; SL pM

� �¼ pM

SF pN
� �¼ pN ; SF p0ð Þ ¼ p0; SF pM

� �¼ pM ð5Þ

SL (where L denotes “leader”) has a firm raise price to p0 when the lagged maximum price is pN, to pM when the lagged
maximum price is p0, and to price at pM when the lagged maximum price is pM. SF (where F denotes “follower”) has a firm's
price equal to the lagged maximum price. When SL (or SF) is referred to as a strategy, it is meant that the specification in (5)
applies when both firms have priced at least as high as the previous period's maximum price in all past periods, and
otherwise a firm prices at pN. Thus, these strategies satisfy the PMP property. Sufficient conditions are provided in the Online

Appendix for SL; SF
� 

to be a subgame perfect equilibrium.

If SL; SF
� 

is a subgame perfect equilibrium, it is easy to argue that both strategies satisfy A1 and A2. If, for all histories, a

firm's beliefs assign probability one to its rival using strategy SF then SL is sequentially rational for those beliefs; and if a
firm's beliefs assign probability one to its rival using strategy SL then SF is sequentially rational for those beliefs. Therefore, SL

and SF are consistent with A0. Mutual strong belief in A0 implies that firms' beliefs have support over strategies consistent

with A0. Hence, SL and SF are consistent with A1; and so forth.

Any price path consistent with firms deploying a strategy pair from SL; SF
n o2

is then consistent with A1 and A2. For

example, a price path of p0; pN
� �

; pM ; p0
� �

pM ; pM
� �

;…
� �

is consistent with A1 and A2. It is achieved by firm 1 using SL based on
the belief that firm 2 uses SF, and firm 2 using SF based upon the belief that firm 1 uses SL. However, it is also the case that a
price path of pN ; pN

� �
;…

� �
is consistent with A1 and A2. It occurs when each firm's strategy is SF which is sequentially

rational if, for all histories, a firm believes that the other firm uses SL (in the future). Thus, common knowledge of sequential
rationality and that prices increases will be at least matched does not imply supracompetitive prices; either competitive or
supracompetitive prices could ensue.
5. Supracompetitive prices emerge

As just described, competitive pricing can occur – in spite of price matching being common knowledge – because firms'
beliefs are inconsistent; each believes someone else will lead on price and each takes the role of follower with no price
leader emerging. However, if firms could learn over time about rivals' strategies then perhaps a firm would learn that other
firms are not likely to lead which would could induce it to raise price. To pursue this approach, I draw on a result of Kalai and
Lehrer (1993) regarding the learning of strategies in an infinitely repeated game.

By A1 and A2, firms use strategies in Σ i 1;ΔPMP
� 

and these are sequential best replies to beliefs which put unit mass

on those strategies in Σ i 1;ΔPMP
� 

consistent with the history: if S� i hð Þ \ Σ i 1;ΔPMP
� 

a∅ then μi Σ i 1;ΔPMP
� 

h
�� Þ ¼ 1

�
.

We can then think of firm i as having a prior set of beliefs on other firms' strategies with support ∏ja iΣ j 1;ΔPMP
� 

.

Kalai and Lehrer (1993) make some assumptions about those prior beliefs and on how those beliefs are updated. To
describe the former, let ω sð ÞA Ω1� �n denote the outcome path induced by a strategy profile sASn in which case
⋃

sA∏n
j ¼ 1Σ j 1;ΔPMP

� �ω sð Þ is the set of outcome paths induced by a strategy profile consistent with A1 and A2. Next define

ξ sð Þ � s0A∏n
j ¼ 1Σj 1;ΔPMP

� 
:ω s0ð Þ ¼ω sð Þ

n o
as the set of strategy profiles (consistent with A1 and A2) that induce the

same outcome path as s. It is shown in Appendix B that ⋃
sA∏n

j ¼ 1Σj 1;ΔPMP
� �ω sð Þ is countable and, therefore,

⋃
sA∏n

j ¼ 1Σ j 1;ΔPMP
� �ξ sð Þ is a countable partition of ∏n

j ¼ 1Σ j 1;ΔPMP
� 

.

The first assumption I now make is that prior beliefs assign positive probability to every element of that partition or,
alternatively stated, prior beliefs on outcome paths consistent with A1 and A2 have full support.26
25 In this example, p� is defined for when the feasible price set is pN ;p0 ; pM

 �

rather than Rþ . This, however, is a good approximation when δC1 as
then p�CpM when the price set is Rþ . Of course, if δC1 then ~p ¼ pM .

26 In Kalai and Lehrer (1993), Assumption 3 (which is referred to as the “Grain of Truth”) takes the form: Players assign positive prior probability to a
strategy profile which induces an outcome path consistent with the outcome path that actually occurs. Because there is an uncountable number of
outcome paths in their setting, they cannot assume that prior beliefs have full support. The “Grain of Truth” assumption has been subject to the criticism
that there is a circularity akin to that with equilibrium analysis. In our case, the additional structure provided by A1 allows us to avoid that circularity. With
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Assumption A3: μi ξ sð Þ h0
��� 

40; 8sA∏n
j ¼ 1Σ j 1;ΔPMP

� 
; 8 i

�
.

The next assumption is that firms are Bayesian when they update their prior beliefs.

Assumption A4: In response to the realized price path, a firm updates its beliefs as to other firms' strategies using
Bayes Rule.

A firm starts with prior beliefs about other firms' strategies which, along with the firm's own sequentially rational best
response to those beliefs, implies prior beliefs about the price path. By A1 and A2, these prior beliefs have full support in the
sense that they assign positive probability to every outcome path that can result from strategies consistent with mutual
understanding that each firm is sequentially rational and believes other firms use PMP-compatible strategies. Given the
strategy profile that firms adopted given their prior beliefs, prices will be chosen and an outcome path will emerge. Come
period t, firms will have observed the first t�1 periods of the true underlying price path and each will update its beliefs as
to other firms' strategies and the resultant future price path using Bayes Rule. By sequential rationality, it is required that
each firm's strategy is optimal at that point. By the result of Kalai and Lehrer (1993), this process will entail firms eventually
having beliefs over the future path of play that are “close” to the true future path of play. Theorem 6 shows that an
implication of this learning of the future price path is that firms are almost sure to eventually price close to the supra-
competitive price p�.

Theorem 6. Assume A1–A4. For all η40, there exists T such that, with probability of at least 1�η; pt1 ¼⋯¼ ptn ¼ bp 8tZT
where bpA p��ε; p�; p�þε


 �
.

By Theorem 6, learning implies that supracompetitive prices will eventually emerge even though firms only have mutual
understanding over price matching and not over who will lead. To understand why prices must converge to (approximately)
p�; suppose they did not and instead converged to bp where bpop��ε. By the result of Kalai and Lehrer (1993), firms will
eventually believe with high probability that the future path has all firms price at bp. But since bpop��ε then ϕ bp;…; bp� �

4bp
in which case a firm would find it optimal to raise price above bp given it expects other firms to respond by at least matching
that price increase.27 In other words, if a firm eventually came to believe that the other firms were extremely unlikely to
raise price and the current price is less than p��ε; then a firm would find it profitable to act as a price leader. Thus, learning
the future price path prevents firms from getting mired in a miscoordination in which all firms do not act as a price leader
because each anticipates that other firms will do so.28
6. Concluding remarks

In his classic examination of imperfect competition, Chamberlain (1938) argued that collusion would naturally emerge
because each firm would recognize the incentive to maintain a collusive price, rather than undercut its rivals' prices and
bring forth retaliation. We now know that it is a non-trivial matter for firms to coordinate on a collusive solution because
there are so many collusive equilibria. This multiplicity poses a challenge for firms to achieve mutual understanding with
respect to the collusive strategy profile, and this challenge is exacerbated should firms avoid direct and unconstrained
communication. All of this naturally raises the question of how much mutual understanding must firms have in order to
effectively collude.

To my knowledge, this paper is the first to explore the relationship between mutual understanding among firms and the
coordination on supracompetitive outcomes. Assuming that the game and firms' rationality is common knowledge, I
investigated the implications of common knowledge that price increases will be at least matched and failure to do so results
in a return to competition. It was shown there is an upper bound on price that is strictly below what equilibrium sustains
(given the same underlying punishment). However, this level of mutual beliefs is not sufficient to ensure success in col-
luding as both competitive and supracompetitive price paths could ensue. If, in addition, firms update their beliefs on other
firms' strategies using Bayes Rule and their prior beliefs have full support on those price paths consistent with possible
beliefs on strategies then supracompetitive prices will occur almost for sure. Thus, mutual understanding that price
increases will be matched – but not about who will lead on price, at what time, and at what level – can be sufficient for firms
to effectively collude.
(footnote continued)
a countable number of outcome paths, a full support assumption can be made. I want to thank Phil Reny for conjecturing that the set of outcome paths
consistent with A1 is countable and Sea Moon (Simon) Cho for proving that conjecture to be true.

27 Recall that ϕ is a firm's optimal period t price when it expects other firms to price in period t at the maximum price of period t�1 and all future
prices equal the maximum price of period t.

28 The Online Appendix provides an example in which prior beliefs are specified and for which sequentially rational strategies and posterior beliefs are
explicitly solved.
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This paper initiates a research program to address the following question: How much and what kind of mutual
understanding is enough for firms to effectively collude? The execution of this program involves specifying mutual beliefs
regarding firms' environment, their rationality, and their strategies, and then deriving the implications for firm behavior.
Here are two other scenarios to which the approach could be applied. Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544 (2007) was
a case in which incumbent local exchange carriers (ILECs) – also known as the Regional Bell Operating Companies – were
accused of an agreement to stay out of each other's geographic market. Regulation had originally prevented the ILECs from
engaging in such entry but that prohibition was removed with deregulation in 1996; still, there was no entry even though
the plaintiffs argued that it was profitable. As opposed to the setting explored in this paper – where firms begin at a
competitive outcome and the issue is whether price leadership and matching can take them to higher prices – the ILECs
began at a supracompetitive outcome. In such a scenario, how much and what kind of mutual understanding is required for
firms to maintain a collusive scheme of exclusive territories? Another setting of interest involves bidding rings at auctions.
In United States v. Champion Intl. Corp., 557 F.2d 1270 (9th Cir., 1977), the market involved lumber companies bidding for
timber offered for sale by the U.S. Forest Service. A pattern of aggressive bidding was suddenly replaced with each auction
having only one serious bidder. The trial court found no evidence of meetings to initiate this change in behavior.29 How
much and what kind of common beliefs is sufficient to implement and sustain such a bid rotation scheme?

By identifying the relationship between firms' mutual understanding and their ability to effectively collude, such a
research program will identify what types of mutual beliefs ought to raise concerns to competition authorities. Having
identified those mutual beliefs that support collusion, communication practices likely to generate those mutual beliefs are a
target for prohibition. In this manner, economic theory can contribute to identifying the boundaries of unlawful collusion.
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Appendix A
Proof of Lemma 1. Suppose popN . Consider a history through period t�1 such that max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �¼ p. Given a

firm's beliefs lie in ΔPMP
; it then expects other firms to price at p for the infinite future as long as no firm lowers price. Thus, a

firm that prices according to a PMP-compatible strategy, which means pricing at p, can expect a payoff of 1
1�δ

� �
π p;…; pð Þ.

Alternatively, a firm could price at ψ p;…; pð Þ 4pð Þ and earn 1
1�δ

� �
π ψ p;…; pð Þ; p;…; p
� �

, again given its beliefs on other firms'

strategies are in ΔPMP. From our assumptions, popN implies

1
1�δ

� �
π ψ p;…; pð Þ;p;…; p
� �

4
1

1�δ

� �
π p;…;pð Þ:

Hence, it is not sequentially rational to price at p for this history. From this it follows that the set of strategies that are

sequentially rational for some beliefs in ΔPMP, Σ i 1;ΔPMP
� 

; excludes strategies for which the price is p when the preceding

period's maximal price is p, as long as popN . As this is contrary to what is prescribed by PMP-compatible strategies,

Σ i 1;ΔPMP
� 

\ SPMP ¼∅.

The next step is to use this property – Σi 1;ΔPMP
� 

\ SPMP ¼∅ – to show that there do not exist strong-delta-rationalizable

strategies when popN . Consider level 2 beliefs:

Φi 2;ΔPMP
� 

¼ μiAΦi 1;ΔPMP
� 

: 8hAH; S� i hð Þ \ Σ � i 1;ΔPMP
� 

a∅ ) μi Σ � i 1;ΔPMP
� ��h� 

¼ 1
n o

: ð6Þ

Consider the null history h0 (that is, the period 0 history) so that

S� i h0
� 

\ Σ � i 1;ΔPMP
� 

¼ S� i \ Σ� i 1;ΔPMP
� 

¼Σ � i 1;ΔPMP
� 

a∅;
29 Quoting from the 9th Circuit Court: “The government was unable to introduce direct evidence of an express agreement, but argues that the
circumstantial evidence proved the existence of the tacit agreement found by the judge. We agree.”
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and, therefore, it follows from (6) that μi Σ� i 1;ΔPMP
� 

h0
��� 

¼ 1
�

. Hence, Φi 2;ΔPMP
� 

¼∅ because μiAΦi 1;ΔPMP
� 

�ΔPMP in

(6) implies that beliefs put unit mass on SPMP ; while Σi 1;ΔPMP
� 

\ SPMP ¼∅ and μi Σ� i 1;ΔPMP
� 

h
�� Þ ¼ 1

�
in (6) implies that

zero mass is put on SPMP. It follows from Φi 2;ΔPMP
� 

¼∅ that Σi 3;ΔPMP
� 

¼∅; and, therefore, Σi 1;ΔPMP
� 

¼∅. In other

words, firm i believing that firm j is sequentially rational is inconsistent with also believing firm j uses a PMP-compatible

strategy. I conclude that if popN then Σ i 1;ΔPMP
� 

¼∅.

Now suppose p4 ~p 4pN
� �

and again consider a history through period t�1 such that max pt�1
1 ;…;pt�1

n


 �¼ p. Given a

firm's beliefs lie in ΔPMP, it expects other firms to price at p for the infinite future as long as no firm lowers price. Thus, a firm
that prices according to a PMP-compatible strategy, which means pricing at p, can expect a payoff of 1

1�δ

� �
π p;…; pð Þ.

Alternatively, a firm could price at ψ p;…; pð Þ opð Þ and earn π ψ p;…; pð Þ; p;…; p
� �

in the current period. By the definition of
~p,

π ψ p;…; pð Þ; p;…; p
� �þ δ

1�δ

� �
πN4

1
1�δ

� �
π p;…; pð Þ;

so it is not sequentially rational to price at p for this history. The remainder of the proof is the same as for when popN and

serves to show that if p4 ~p then Φi 2;ΔPMP
� 

¼∅ and, therefore, Σ i 1;ΔPMP
� 

¼∅.□

A useful property of other firms using PMP-compatible strategies is that a lower bound on a rational firm's period t
continuation payoff is the payoff associated with all firms pricing at min max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �
; ~p


 �
in all periods. Intuitively, if

the rivals to firm i are using PMP-compatible strategies then they will price at least as high as min max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
; ~p


 �
in all ensuing periods, as long as firm i does not violate the PMP property and induce a shift to pN. Hence, firm i can at least
earn the profit from all firms (including i) pricing at min max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �
; ~p


 �
. The proof of Lemma 7 is in the Online

Appendix.

Lemma 7. Suppose firm i uses strategy bsi. If firm i is sequentially rational and has PMP-consistent beliefs then its expected
continuation payoff, Ui bsi;μi s � h

�� Þ� ��
, satisfies

Ui bsi;μi �jht
� � 

Z
π min max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �
; ~p


 �
;…;min max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �
; ~p


 �� �
1�δ

;

for all ht such that pτj Zmin max pτ�1
1 ;…; pτ�1

n


 �
; ~p


 � 8 j; 8τrt�1.

Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose ht is such that

pτj omin max pτ�1
1 ;…; pτ�1

n


 �
; ~p


 �
for some j and some τrt�1:

A PMP-compatible strategy for firm i has a firm price at pN in the current and all future periods. Thus, if firm i's beliefs are
PMP-consistent then pricing at pN is clearly optimal as firm i believes that all other firms will price at pN forever. Hence, a
PMP-compatible strategy is uniquely optimal for firm i for those histories.
For the remainder of the proof, consider ht such that

pτj Zmin max pτ�1
1 ;…; pτ�1

n


 �
; ~p


 � 8 j; 8τrt�1:

To prove this lemma, it will be shown that, for any strategy for firm i that is not in SPMP ; there exists a strategy in SPMP which
yields a strictly higher payoff and, therefore, sequential rationality implies the use of a PMP-compatible strategy. Thus, as
long as a firm believes that the other firms are using PMP-compatible strategies then a PMP-compatible strategy is optimal.
Given pτj Zmin max pτ�1

1 ;…; pτ�1
n


 �
; ~p


 � 8 j; 8τrt�1, firm i's strategy can violate the PMP property (and thus not lie in

SPMP) either by pricing above ~p or below max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
. Let us begin by considering a PMP-incompatible strategy that

has firm i price at p04 ~p. When its rivals price at pt
� i; a PMP-compatible strategy that has firm i price at ~p is more profitable

than pricing at p0 iff:

π ~p;pt
� i

� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
π ~p;…; ~pð Þ4π p0;pt

� i

� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
π ~p;…; ~pð Þ; ð7Þ

where recall that the other firms will only follow price as high as ~p. Eq. (7) holds iff

π ~p;pt
� i

� �
4π p0;pt

� i

� �
: ð8Þ

Given that pt
� ir ~p;…; ~pð Þ and pNo ~p then ψ pt

� i

� �
rψ ~p;…; ~pð Þo ~p. By the strict concavity of π in a firm's own price and that

ψ pt
� i

� �
o ~pop0, (8) is true.

Next consider a PMP-incompatible strategy that has firm i price at p″omax pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
. Let us show that a PMP-

compatible strategy that has firm i price at max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
is more profitable than pricing at p″ for any
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pt
� iA max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �
; ~p

� �n�1; that is, for any prices for the other firms assigned positive probability given PMP-
consistent beliefs.30 A sufficient condition for the preceding claim to be true is:

π max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
;pt

� i

� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
π max pt

� i


 �
;…;max pt

� i


 �� �
4π p″;pt

� i

� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
πN ; ð9Þ

where the LHS of (9) is a lower bound on the payoff from pricing at max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
and the RHS is the payoff from

pricing at p″. In examining the LHS, note that pti ¼max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
and that the other firms' strategies are PMP-

compatible imply max pt1;…; ptn

 �¼max pt

� i


 �
. Using Lemma 7, δ

1�δ

� �
π max pt

� i


 �
;…;max pt

� i


 �� �
is a lower bound on the

future payoff, which gives us the LHS of (9). When

pt
� i ¼ max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �
;…;max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �� �
; ð10Þ

Eq. (9) is

π max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
;…;max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
π max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �
;…;max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �� �
4π p″;max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �
;…;max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
πN : ð11Þ

Note that max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
A pN ;…; ~p

 �

where max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
ZpN follows from the assumption that

p01;…; p0n
� �¼ pN ;…; pN

� �
. Eq. (11) is then true for all p″omax pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �
as it is the equilibrium condition for a grim

trigger strategy with collusive price max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
.31 Thus, (9) holds for (10).

To complete the proof, it will be shown that the LHS of (9) is increasing in pt
� i at a faster rate than the RHS in which case

(9) holds for all

pt
� iZ max pt�1

1 ;…;pt�1
n


 �
;…;max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �� �
:

The derivative with respect to pj
t
, ja i; of the LHS of (9) is

∂π max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
;pt

� i

� �
∂pj

þ δ
1�δ

� �
∂max pt

� i


 �
∂pj

Xn
k ¼ 1

∂π max pt
� i


 �
;…;max pt

� i


 �� �
∂pk

; ð12Þ

and of the RHS of (9) is

∂π p″;pt
� i

� �
∂pj

: ð13Þ

Eq. (12) exceeds (13) because the second term in (12) is non-negative, given that pt
� ir pM ;…; pM

� �
, and the first term of (12)

exceeds (13) because max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
4p″ and ∂2π

∂pi∂pj
40; ja i. □

Proof of Lemma 3. Σ i 1;ΔPMP
� 

¼ ρi ΔPMP
� 

and, by Lemma 2, ρi ΔPMP
� 

� SPMP . Next note that Σ i 2;ΔPMP
� 

¼ ρi Δ ∏ja iρj ΔPMP
� � � 

� SPMP ; again applying Lemma 2; and so forth. Given that the set of sequential best replies, ρi, is

non-empty (see Lemma 2.4 of Battigalli, 2003), the lemma is proved. □

Proof of Theorem 4. Given each firm has PMP-consistent beliefs then, by Lemma 2, sequential rationality implies that each
firm's strategy is PMP-compatible. As firms' strategies are PMP-compatible, it immediately follows that each firm's price is
weakly increasing. Given a finite price set and the boundedness and monotonicity of prices, prices converge in finite time.
Hence, there exists bpA pN ;…; ~p


 �
and finite T such that pt1 ¼⋯¼ ptn ¼ bp for all tZT . We then need to show that bprp�þε. If

p�þεZ ~p then, given that PMP-compatible strategies do not have firms pricing above ~p, it is immediate that bprp�þε. For
the remainder of the proof, suppose p�þεo ~p.
Let me provide an overview of the proof. First it is shown that if a firm is sequentially rational and has PMP-consistent

beliefs then it will not lead a price increase to ~p. The reason is as follows. A firm would find it optimal to raise price above
p�þε only if it induced at least one of its rivals to enact further price increases (and not just match the firm's price); that is
the defining property of p�. However, if a firm believes that its rivals will not price above ~p (which follows from having PMP-
consistent beliefs) then it is not optimal for a firm to raise price to ~p because it can only expect its rivals to match a price of ~p;
not exceed it. This argument works as well to show that each of the other firms will not raise price to ~p. Hence, there is an
upper bound on price of ~p�ε. The proof is completed by induction using the mutual beliefs in A1. If a firm believes that its
30 Actually, it is shown to be only weakly as profitable when pt
� i ¼ ~p ;…; ~pð Þ.

31 Recall that ~p is the highest price consistent with the grim trigger strategy being an equilibrium. Note that (11) holds with equality when
max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �¼ ~p and p″¼ψ ~p;…; ~pð Þ and otherwise is a strict inequality.
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rivals will not price above p0 then it can be shown that a firm will find it optimal not to increase price above p0 �ε, as long as
p0Zp�þ2ε which implies that an upper bound on price is p�þε, which is the desired result.
Before executing that proof strategy, the following lemma will be needed. Recall that ϕ p� i

� �
is the best reply corre-

spondence for the following objective function:

W pi;p� i

� �� π pi;p� i

� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
π pi;…; pi
� �

:

Given its rivals price at p� i in the current period, W pi;p� i

� �
is the firm i's payoff from pricing at pi if it believed that all firms

would match that price in all ensuing periods. Define ϕ
U

p� i

� �
to be the maximal element of ϕ p� i

� �
. Lemma 8 shows that

the objective function is decreasing in pi for all pi4ϕ
U

p� i

� �
. The proof is in the Online Appendix.□

Lemma 8. If p″4p0Zϕ
U

p� i

� �
then

π p0;p� i

� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
π p0;…; p0ð Þ4π p″;p� i

� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
π p″;…; p″ð Þ:

In that proof, it is shown:

if p� ir p0;…; p0ð Þ and p04p�þε then ϕ
U

p� i

� �
rp0 �ε: ð14Þ

We are now ready to execute the proof strategy. As a preliminary step, note that if the period t�1 history is consistent
with firms using PMP-compatible strategies and max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �
r ~p then a firm will not raise price above ~p because

doing so would contradict it using a PMP-compatible strategy. Given it has PMP-consistent beliefs, Lemma 2 would then
imply that its strategy is not sequentially rational.

The first step is to show that level 1 of strong-delta-rationalizability (along with the first-order-belief considerations
regarding PMP-consistent beliefs) implies that firms do not raise price to ~p; that is, if the maximum price is below ~p; it is not
sequentially rational for a firm to raise price to ~p (or higher).

Consider a period t�1 history consistent with firms using PMP-compatible strategies and for which
max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �
o ~p. I want to show that a firm will not raise price to ~p. If firm i's beliefs come from ΔPMP then its beliefs

on pt
� i have support max pt�1

1 ;…;pt�1
n


 �
;…; ~p


 �n�1. For any pt
� iA max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �
;…; ~p


 �n�1
; Lemma 7 implies that a

lower bound on its payoff from pti ¼ ~p�ε is

π ~p�ε;pt
� i

� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
π ~p�ε;…; ~p�εð Þ: ð15Þ

For any prices for the other firms for period t that are assigned positive probability – pt
� iA max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �
;…; ~p


 �n�1
–

firm i attributes a payoff from pti ¼ ~p equal to

π ~p;pt
� i

� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
π ~p;…; ~pð Þ: ð16Þ

Given that ~p4p�þε then ϕ
U

pt
� i

� �
r ~p�ε for all pt

� ir ~p;…; ~pð Þ by (14). It then follows from Lemma 8 that (15) strictly

exceeds (16). Therefore, for any beliefs of firm i with support max pt�1
1 ;…;pt�1

n


 �
;…; ~p


 �n�1
; a price of ~p�ε is strictly

preferred to ~p, in which case firm i pricing at ~p in period t is not sequentially rational. Hence, Σ i 1;ΔPMP
� 

; and therefore

Σ i 1;ΔPMP
� 

, excludes strategies that have firm i raising price to ~p; that is, it will not initiate a price increase that takes price

to ~p (or higher) in period t when max pt�1
1 ;…;pt�1

n


 �
o ~p. In sum, if firm i is sequentially rational and has PMP-consistent

beliefs then it will not raise price beyond ~p�ε.
As I just showed that Σ� i 1;ΔPMP

� 
excludes strategies which have other firms raising price to ~p (or higher) when

max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
o ~p; beliefs from

Φi 1;ΔPMP
� 

¼ μiAΔPMP
: 8hAH; S� i hð Þ \ Σ� i 1;ΔPMP

� 
a∅ ) μi Σ� i 1;ΔPMP

� ��h� 
¼ 1

n o
put unit mass on strategies for the other firms which have them raise price no higher than ~p�ε (at least for histories

consistent with Σ� i 1;ΔPMP
� 

). Let me next show that if μiAΦi 1;ΔPMP
� 

then sequential rationality implies that firm i will

not lead price beyond ~p�2ε; that is, Σ i 2;ΔPMP
� 

¼ ρi Φi 1;ΔPMP
� � 

excludes strategies that have firm i raise price higher

than ~p�2ε.

Consider a period t�1 history consistent with firms using strategies in Σ� i 1;ΔPMP
� 

and for which

max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
o ~p�ε. If μiAΦi 1;ΔPMP

� 
then firm i's beliefs on pt

� i have support max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
; ~p�ε


 �n�1. If
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~p�ε4p�þε then, by (14), ϕ
U

pt
� i

� �
r ~p�2ε 8pt

� ir ~p�ε;…; ~p�εð Þ.32 By the same logic as above, a lower bound on firm i's
payoff from pti ¼ ~p�2ε is

π ~p�2ε;pt
� i

� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
π ~p�2ε;…; ~p�2εð Þ; ð17Þ

while its payoff from pti ¼ ~p�ε is

π ~p�ε;pt
� i

� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
π ~p�ε;…; ~p�εð Þ: ð18Þ

With (18), we used the fact that firm i believes that other firms will not raise price above ~p�ε. Again using Lemma 8, it is
concluded that (17) strictly exceeds (18). Therefore, for any beliefs of firm i over pt

� i with support

max pt�1
1 ;…;pt�1

n


 �
;…; ~p�ε


 �n�1
; a price of ~p�2ε is strictly preferred to ~p�ε. Hence, Σ i 2;ΔPMP

� 
, and therefore

Σ i 1;ΔPMP
� 

, excludes strategies which have firm i raising price to ~p�ε; that is, it will not price at ~p�ε (or higher) in period

t when max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
o ~p�ε. In sum, if firm i is sequentially rational and has beliefs that other firms use strategies

which are sequentially rational for PMP-consistent beliefs then it will not initiate a price increase that takes price above
~p�2ε. Hence, all firms will not raise price above ~p�2ε.

The proof is completed by induction. Consider a period t�1 history consistent with firms using strategies in

Σ� i k;ΔPMP
� 

and for which max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
o ~p�kε where kA 1;2;…f g; and ~p�kε4p�þε. As the presumption in the

inductive step, suppose that μiAΦi k;ΔPMP
� 

implies firm i's beliefs on pt
� i have support max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �
; ~p�kε


 �n�1. If

~p�kε4p�þε then, by (14), ϕ
U

pt
� i

� �
r ~p�ðkþ1Þε 8pt

� ir ~p�kε;…; ~p�kεð Þ. By the same logic as above, a lower bound on
firm i's payoff from pti ¼ ~p�ðkþ1Þε is

π ~p�ðkþ1Þε;pt
� i

� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
π ~p�ðkþ1Þε;…; ~p�ðkþ1Þεð Þ; ð19Þ

while its payoff from pti ¼ ~p�kε is

π ~p�kε;pt
� i

� �þ δ
1�δ

� �
π ~p�kε;…; ~p�kεð Þ: ð20Þ

With (20), we used the fact that firm i believes that other firms will not raise price above ~p�kε. Again using Lemma 8, it is
concluded that (19) strictly exceeds (20). Therefore, for any beliefs of firm i over pt

� i with support

max pt�1
1 ;…;pt�1

n


 �
;…; ~p�kε


 �n�1
; a price of ~p�ðkþ1Þε is strictly preferred to ~p�kε. Hence, Σ i kþ1;ΔPMP

� 
; and therefore

Σ i 1;ΔPMP
� 

, excludes strategies which have firm i raising price to ~p�kε; that is, it will not price at ~p�kε (or higher) in

period t when max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
o ~p�kε. Hence, all firms will not raise price above ~p�ðkþ1Þε. This argument works as

long as ~p�kε4p�þε. I conclude that if the strategy profile is in ∏n
i ¼ 1Σ i 1;ΔPMP

� 
then price is bounded above by p�þε.□

Proof of Theorem 5. p� is defined by

∂W p�;…; p�ð Þ
∂pi

¼ ∂π p�;…;p�ð Þ
∂pi

þδ
Xn
ja i

∂π p�;…; p�ð Þ
∂pj

¼ 0:

For all pZpM ;

∂π p;…; pð Þ
∂pi

o0 and
Xn
j ¼ 1

∂π p;…; pð Þ
∂pj

r0;

which implies p�opM by the strict concavity of W in own price. To show p�4pN , note that ϕ p;…; pð Þ4ψ p;…;pð Þ and
ψ p;…; pð ÞZp 8prpN implies ϕ p;…; pð Þ4p 8prpN . Since ϕ p;…;pð Þ⪌p as p⪋p� then p�4pN . We have then shown

p�A pN ; pM
� �

.
If ~p ¼ pM then p�A pN ; ~p

� �
and we are done. From hereon, suppose ~popM in which case the incentive compatibility

constraint (ICC) binds:

π ~p;…; ~pð Þ
1�δ

¼ π ψ ~p;…; ~pð Þ; ~p;…; ~p
� �þ δ

1�δ

� �
π pN ;…; pN
� �

: ð21Þ

As pA pN ; p�
� �

implies ψ p;…; pð Þoprϕ p;…; pð Þ then, by the strict concavity of W, W p;…; pð Þ4W ψ pð Þ; p;…; p
� �

, which is
32 If instead ~p�εrp� þε then, given that it has already been shown ~p�ε is an upper bound on the limit price, it follows that p� þε is an upper bound
and we are done.
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equivalently expressed as

π p;…; pð Þ
1�δ

4π ψ pð Þ; p;…;p
� �þ δ

1�δ

� �
π ψ pð Þ;…;ψ pð Þ� �

: ð22Þ

p4pN implies ψ p;…;pð ÞA pN ; p
� �

. Next note ψ p;…; pð Þoprp�opM implies ψ p;…; pð ÞopM . It then follows from
ψ p;…; pð ÞA pN ; pM

� �
that π ψ pð Þ;…;ψ pð Þ� �

4π pN ;…; pN
� �

. Using this property in (22), we have

π p;…; pð Þ
1�δ

4π ψ pð Þ; p;…;p
� �þ δ

1�δ

� �
π pN ;…; pN
� �

; 8pA pN ;p�
� �

: ð23Þ

Therefore, pA pN ; p�
� �

is sustainable with the grim trigger strategy. Given (21) – where the ICC binds for p¼ ~p – and
evaluating (23) at p¼ p� – so the ICC does not bind – it follows from (2) that ~p4p�. □

Proof of Theorem 6. If s is a strategy profile and Q is a collection of infinite price paths for the game then define μs Qð Þ to be

the probability measure on Q induced by s. By A1 and A2, a strategy profile is an element of ∏n
i ¼ 1Σ i 1;ΔPMP

� 
and, by

Theorem 4, the price path converges in finite time.
Suppose, contrary to the statement of Theorem 6, the strategy profile, denoted ~s; has price converging to p0op��ε. It is

then the case that there exists T 0 such that μ~s Qbp
� 

¼ 1 for all infinite price paths Qbp with the property:

pt1 ¼⋯¼ ptn ¼ p0 8tZT 0. By Theorem 1 of Kalai and Lehrer (1993), (T η
� �

such that firm i's beliefs on the infinite price paths,

denoted μi; have the property that μ~s is η-close to μi for price paths starting at t, 8tZT η
� �

.33 Given that

μ~s Qbp
� 

¼ 1 8tZmax T 0; T η
� �
 �

then μi must assign probability of at least 1�η to the future price path having the property:

pt1 ¼⋯¼ ptn ¼ p0 8tZmax T 0; T η
� �
 �

.34

Given these beliefs, let us evaluate sequentially rational play for firm i. For tZmax T 0; T η
� �
 �

, firm i's expected payoff from
acting according to its strategy and pricing at p0 has an upper bound of

1�η
� � π p0;…; p0ð Þ

1�δ

� �
þη

1
1�δ

� �
π : ð24Þ

Probability 1�η is assigned to the “true” future price path in which price is always p0, and the remaining probability is
assigned to a price path yielding π which is the maximal profit that a firm can earn (in order to provide an upper bound on
the payoff). Now consider firm i deviating from its strategy of pricing at p0 by pricing instead at ϕ p0;…; p0ð Þ 4p0ð Þ. Firm i's
expected payoff has a lower bound of

1�η
� �

π ϕ p0;…; p0ð Þ; p0;…; p0
� �þ δ

1�δ

� �
π ϕ p0;…; p0ð Þ;…;ϕ p0;…; p0ð Þ� �� �

: ð25Þ

Probability 1�η is assigned to other firms pricing at p0 in the current period and only matching firm i's price of ϕ p0;…; p0ð Þ
thereafter, which is the worst case scenario given firm i has PMP-consistent beliefs. A zero payoff is assigned to the
remaining probability η to give us a lower bound. We want to show that pricing at p0 is not optimal – and thus inconsistent
with sequential rationality – which is the case if (25) exceeds (24):

1�η
� �

π ϕ p0;…; p0ð Þ; p0;…; p0
� �þ δ

1�δ

� �
π ϕ p0;…; p0ð Þ;…;ϕ p0;…; p0ð Þ� �� �

4 1�η
� � π p0;…; p0ð Þ

1�δ

� �
þη

1
1�δ

� �
π

or

1�η
� �

π ϕ p0;…; p0ð Þ; p0;…; p0
� �þ δ

1�δ

� �
π ϕ p0;…; p0ð Þ;…;ϕ p0;…; p0ð Þ� ��π p0;…; p0ð Þ

1�δ

� �

4η
1

1�δ

� �
π : ð26Þ

Given that p0op��ε then the first bracketed term in (26) is strictly positive. Hence, for η sufficiently small, (26) holds. Thus,
if t is sufficiently great, firm i's beliefs are such that pricing at p0 in period t is non-optimal. Therefore, I conclude that price
cannot converge to a value below p��ε. Given that Theorem 4 showed that an upper bound on convergence is p�þε, it is
concluded that prices converge to some value in p��ε; p�; p�þε


 �
. □
33 Definition 1 (Kalai and Lehrer, 1993): Let η40 and let μ and ~μ be two probability measures defined on the same space. μ is said to be η-close to ~μ if
there is a measurable set Q satisfying: (i) μ Qð Þ and ~μ Qð Þ are greater than 1�η; and (ii) for every measurable set XDQ: 1�η

� �
~μ Xð Þrμ Xð Þr 1þη

� �
~μ Xð Þ.

34 I am only using property (i) in Definition 1 of Kalai and Lehrer (1993).
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Appendix B
By Sea Moon (Simon) Cho 〈seamcho@sas.upenn.edu〉

Department of Mathematics, University of Pennsylvania
To prove that ⋃
sA∏n

j ¼ 1Σ j 1;ΔPMP
� �ω sð Þ is countable, it is sufficient to show that ⋃sA ðSPMP Þnω sð Þ is countable because

∏n
j ¼ 1Σ j 1;ΔPMP

� 
� ðSPMPÞn. Recall thatΩ is a finite set of real numbers. Fix two numbers p0;p″AΩ, where p0op″. Consider

the following class of sequences fpti g of numbers from Ω indexed by t and generated by the following inductive procedure.
p0i and p1i are arbitrary. For tZ2, we let the possibilities for pi

t
be as follows:

� Case (1): If it is not true that pτj Zminfmaxfpτ�1
1 ;…; pτ�1

n g; p″g 8 j and 8τrt�1, then pti ¼ p0.
� Case (2): If pτj Zmin max pτ�1

1 ;…; pτ�1
n


 �
; p″


 � 8 j and 8τrt�1, and if also max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
Zp″, then pti ¼ p″.

� Case (3): If pτj Zmin maxfpτ�1
1 ;…; pτ�1

n g; p″g 8 j

and 8τrt�1, and if also max pt�1

1 ;…; pt�1
n


 �
op″, then pi

t
is some

number such that max pt�1
1 ;…; pt�1

n


 �
rpti rp″.

In order to prove that the set of possible sequences fpti g given by the above description is countable, let me first show that
any sequence fpti g must be eventually constant. This mean that, for any such sequence, one can find some T such that fpti g is
the same for all tZT . First note that cases (1), (2), and (3) account for all possible situations. Further note that if case
(1) holds at some t¼T, then case (1) must hold for all tZT , by precisely the same conditions that made case (1) hold at t¼T,
so if case (1) ever holds then the sequence is eventually constant. If case (2) holds at some t¼T, then either case (1) or case
(2) – but not case (3) – could hold at t ¼ Tþ1. Thus if case (2) holds at some time t¼T, then case (3) can never hold
afterwards, and so either case (2) holds for all tZT , or case (1) holds at some t ¼ T 04T , after which case (1) must hold
forever. Therefore, if case (2) ever holds, then the sequence must become eventually constant. Thus, if a sequence fpti g is not
eventually constant then case (3) must hold for all tAN. But this implies that fpti g is a weakly increasing sequence which is
bounded above by p″. It is clear that such a sequence must in fact be eventually constant, since there are only a finite
number of elements in Ω below p″.

The argument is concluded by noting that the set of sequences of numbers from a finite set which are eventually
constant is countably infinite.

Appendix C. Supplementary data Supplementary data associated with this paper can be found in the online version at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.rie.2016.11.005.
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